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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MVA in 1999.  Several people died. A couple would likely have burned to death like the child in the car in front of them they had watched burn to death if the husband’s brain hadn’t stayed active (“online”) so that he could pull his wife, who had gone into a dissociative “freeze” state, out of the car through the windshield he busted out.  
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Husband’s Brain Scan 

Lanius et al., 2003

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BB: He had not had a childhood with traumas so his brain went into high alert, but did not shut down.
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Lanius et al., AJP, 2003

Wife’s Brain Scan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BB: Wife had experienced the tragic death of her father as a young girl and had a bad relationship with her mother who was critical.  Her brain had been conditioned to shut down, go “off line”, into a dissociative state.



The Effects of Childhood 

Trauma Can 

Last a Lifetime



What smoking is to cancer,

trauma is to 

psychiatric problems.

Steven Sharfstein, M.D.





Adverse Childhood Experiences Scale (ACE) Study



Adverse Childhood Experiences Study (ACE)

8 ACEs: 
1. Emotional abuse

2. Physical abuse

3. Sexual abuse

4. Witnessing domestic violence

5. Parental marital discord

6. Growing up with mental illness

7. Substance abuse 

8. Criminal household members

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is considered childhood stressors



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is considered child abuse?



 The number of ACEs added to create the ACE 
score

 At least 1 ACE reported by 64% of respondents.

 Dose Response:  as ACE score increased, the risk
of problems increased
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Why Does Severe, Repeated Childhood 
Trauma Cause So Many Problems Later in 

Life?
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It Changes the Brain’s Response to 
Stress 

20



Logical brain goes “off line”

We can’t:

focus our attention

think logically

remember well

conditioned stress response

High Stress causes Impaired Brain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Farmer: What happens if early traumatic experiences happen again and again?After I finish explaining this slide:Farmer: Did Mr. Conway experience any traumas that could have contributed to his risk for snapping into a conditioned stress response?  (Get me to talk about: the asthma attacks as a little kid  (This is crucial!!)Hurricane Ike and him thinking he’d die but surviving and getting commendations [prompt me to talk about commendations if I don’t do it on my own] for helping protect the harbor [please check with Caroline to be sure that “protect the harbor” is an accurate way to say what he did or to get better wording for what he got commended for.]the BP explosion that his Dad was in and seeing it from a distance, not knowing for a long time if his Dad had survived ithis truck hydroplaning during a downpour and hitting an electric pole with him not remembering hitting it nor remembering getting out of his truck – He had the first spell of Dissociative Amnesia to this trauma.  [prompt me to say this was dissociative amnesia if I don’t say it on my own. Say, “Did he remember all of this accident” then “what parts didn’t he recall]  Caroline didn’t realize he’d snapped off the pole and his truck was stuck on it.  The police office said because Caroline had been standing in water with a broken electric pole looming over him, he was lucky to be alive.)Farmer:  So he had at least one spell of amnesia for a trauma before the incident with his wife.  Could that make any difference later on in his life? (BB: Yes.  Earlier spells of amnesia increase a person’s risk for amnesia for later traumas.)Farmer:  So Caroline has had a heck of a lot of traumas, starting when his brain and stress response system were still developing and continuing throughout his youth and adult life.   What could all these traumas do to his brain? (BB: make his brain more and more conditioned to snap into that impaired way of thinking, the conditioned response where memory and sensation don’t work properly.)Farmer:  Is there any other data that might prove or disprove that Caroline had this kind of high reactivity to stress?  (BB: He was so reactive to stress that he suffered from chronic, ulcerative colitis.  Stress-related disorders like this are very common among trauma survivors.  His nervous system and GI track were so messed up that he couldn’t even stay in college, although he tried to.  Colitis made him have continual bloody diarrhea all day long so that he was repeatedly having to run to the bathroom.  There was no way he could sit through long college classes. He had to drop out.  This happened in the weeks just before the accident.)Farmer:  Was he stressing about anything in the weeks before the accident?  BB: Mr. Conway’s body and brain was highly stressed out by the couple’s financial troubles. It got so bad he had to drop out of college, which had been their hope for getting him a better paying job.  The fact that he couldn’t even tolerate college classes was highly upsetting to him.  
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 Smaller hippocampus, corpus callosum, prefrontal 
cortex

 Heightened reactivity

 Different patterns of brain activation

Brain Changes Related to Trauma



 PTSD has been shown to be a disorder 
involving both emotional undermodulation
such as re-experiencing/hyperarousal 
reactivity and states of emotional 
overmodulation in an attempt to restrict 
unwanted emotional experiences, including 
states of dissociation, numbing and analgesia 

Summary/Conclusions
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Executive Functioning

 Impulse control
 Decision making & judgement
 Emotion regulation
 Managing transitions
 Keeping organized & planning ahead
 Focusing attention
 Working memory
 Many others

(Mugge, 2012; Fox et al., 2015; Zou et al. 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red flags:  Not being able to tolerate frustration without outbursts; being impulsive; not being able to think through & plan how to deal with a problem; reacting too strongly to situations; being disorganized; having poor grades in school due to inattention, losing assignments, not turning things in; Mugge (2012).  Dissertation found that those who had experienced childhood trauma had more difficulty with EF, and were more likely to show aggression, particularly among the males in the study.Zou et al (2013).  Violent and non-violent juvenile offenders showed more EF difficulties than non-traumatized controls.



 Brain & stress system is changed:
 brain highly sensitized to threat; 

 easily triggered; 

 less able to think and feel at the same time 

 Behavior:
 acting out trauma: violence; self-harm; suicidal

 impulsive, 

 feel so helpless that they seek control in unhealthy ways (become 
the aggressors; they challenge authority figures)
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What Happens to Kids with So Many ACEs?



 Thinking - dissociation, poor decision making, illogical 
thinking, hopeless about the future

 Relationships – profound mistrust; tend to be victimized or 
victimizer; get left out
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What Happens to Kids with So Many 
ACEs?



What does it cost to do nothing?
Estimated Lifetime Costs for all 2014 First Time Victims = $5.9 Trillion* 

*Suffer the Little Children: An Assessment of the Economic Costs of Child 
Maltreatment

The Perryman Group, info@perrymangroup.com

$5.9 
Trillion



Dissociation: 

31

The Escape When There is No Escape



 Fight

 Flight 

 Freeze  = dissociation

 With repeated exposure to danger, the brain adapts and 
becomes sensitized ….more reactive to danger
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Response to Severe Danger



What is 
Dissociation? Disruption:

Emotion – “went numb”
Memory - amnesia
Cognition – intrusive thoughts
Behavior – re-enact father’s murder

(Diagnostic & Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5)
(Artwork by Rachel Elise, TU class of 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain each of these and give examples.  Explain why these disconnections are adaptive in the short-term but become liabilities in the long-term. Emotion: appearing to have no emotion; going rapidly from one emotion to another (looking like totally devoid of emotion when dazed after abuse to suddenly happy)    Behavior: targeting stranger even though typically law abiding and has no history of such violence       Consciousness: being dazed   Cognition: thinking very differently about oneself and others depending upon the state one is in (being law abiding and respectful of authority in one state and being disrespectful and enraged towards others in another state); Memory – amnesia for parts or all of daily events  Perception: seeing things in “tunnel vision”    Identity- identity being fragmented so that one feels, thinks and acts differently in different dissociated states; having a timid, respectful state and an angry state that is willing to try to be in control by attacking or being disrespectful to authority figures  Movement – can’t control movement - cannot control all behavior such as stabbing oneself so hard with a pen that it sticks in hand



 They dissociate
 Disconnect from painful memories – amnesia

 Disconnect from their bodies and emotions – see themselves like in a 
movie, look dazed & emotionless

 Dissociation later causes big problems, although helped survival:

 Emotions:  highly reactive; feel too much or too little – can look like they 
have no feelings or extreme feelings

 Behavior: feel unable to control their behavior when in a dissociated state

34

How Do Kids with So Many ACEs Survive?



Severe Childhood Trauma:  Fragmented Identity

Artwork by Rachel Elise (TU class of 2010)



Dissociative Identity Disorder 
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Artwork by Rachel Elise (TU class of 2010)



How Can We Help?



How to Help 
Traumatized
People

Encourage
Convey respect, belief in them. 
Support safe connections. 

Understand

Kids survive by: dissociating, taking it 
out on themselves, pushing others 
away, mistrusting everyone, denying 
trauma & its impact



How to Help 
Traumatized 
People

Slow down
breathing

Allow as 
much 

control
now as 
possible

Grounding
use senses 
to get in 

the present

Orient
current 

date, place
safe now



TeachTrauma.com



 Books

The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog, Bruce Perry

Trauma and Recovery, Judith Herman

The Body Keeps the Score, Bessel van der Kolk

Neuroscience of Human Relationships: Attachment and the 
Developing Brain, Louis Cozolino

Resources



Websites

TeachTrauma www.teachtrauma.com/

National Child Trauma Stress Network, www.nctsn.org

Child Abuse Narrative www.canarratives.org/

ISTSS - www.istss.org/

Children’s Bureau - www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb

SAMHSA - www.samhsa.gov/ebp-web-guide

Resources 

http://www.teachtrauma.com/
http://www.nctsn.org/
http://www.canarratives.org/
http://www.istss.org/
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cb
http://www.samhsa.gov/ebp-web-guide


Thank you!

TeachTrauma.com

bbrand@towson.edu
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